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Abstract
A current topic in graph drawing is the question how to draw two edge sets on the same vertex set, the so-called simultaneous
drawing of graphs. The goal is to simultaneously find a nice drawing for both of the sets. It has been found out that only restricted
classes of planar graphs can be drawn simultaneously using straight lines and without crossings within the same edge set. In this
paper, we negatively answer one of the most often posted open questions namely whether any two trees with the same vertex set
can be drawn simultaneously crossing-free in a straight-line way.
c© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Recently, a new direction in the area of the graph drawing has been opened: Simultaneous planar graph drawing
[1,3–6]. Consider a set of objects with two different sets of relations. Such structures arise in many applications, e.g. in
software engineering, databases, and social networks. The goal is to draw both underlying graphs on the same set of
vertices in the plane using straight lines such that each graph alone is displayed as nicely and readable as possible. In
the case that both graphs are planar, we require that every graph itself is embedded in a plane way. More formally,
given two planar graphs G1 = (V, E1) and G2 = (V, E2), the simultaneous drawing problem of G1 and G2 is to find
plane straight-line drawings D1 of G1 and D2 of G2, such that every vertex is mapped to the same point in both D1
and D2. Brass et al. [1] proved that two paths, two cycles and two caterpillars can always be drawn simultaneously. A
caterpillar is a tree such that the graph obtained by deleting the leaves is a path. On the other hand, they constructed a
pair of outerplanar graphs for which a simultaneous drawing is impossible. Erten and Kobourov [5] found an example
of a planar graph and a path that do not allow a simultaneous drawing. The most posted open problem in this area is
the question whether two trees can always be drawn simultaneously [1,2,5]. In this paper we answer this question in
the negative. Our counterexample consists of two isomorphic trees of depth 2.
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Fig. 1. An example that shows a partially planar drawing of G4.
2. The counterexample
The two trees T1(n) = (V, E1) and T2(n) = (V, E2) are given as follows: T1(n) and T2(n) have a common root
r with n common children v1, . . . , vn . The parameter n will be determined later. The children vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n of r
have again children vi j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 6= j , s.t. (vi , vi j ) ∈ E1 and (v j , vi j ) ∈ E2. We call the edges in E1 ∩ E2
thick black, in E1 \ E2 thin black and those from E2 \ E1 thin gray. We denote the union of the two trees by Gn . A
straight-line drawing of Gn is called partially planar if there is neither a crossing of two edges from E1 nor a crossing
of two edges from E2, which is equivalent to the simultaneous drawing of T1(n) and T2(n). Fig. 1 shows a partially
planar drawing of G4. Note that this graph class has already been described in [5].
Theorem 1. For n ≥ 15, the simultaneous drawing of Gn is self-intersecting.
Proof. Since G15 is a subgraph of Gn, n ≥ 15 it is sufficient to prove that any simultaneous drawing for G15 is
self-intersecting.
Let us assume that there is a partially planar layout L15 for G15. We consider such a layout L15 and derive a
contradiction.
The proof proceeds in three steps:
Lemma 2. In any partially planar layout L15, there are 8 children of the root such that in the corresponding sublayout
L8 for the subgraph G8 induced by the root r , the 8 children and the leaves on the connections between them, the root
r lies on the enclosing polygon of L8.
In the following two lemmas, we only argue on the layout L8 from the previous lemma and derive a contradiction
for L8. We index the children in clockwise order as seen from the root. For any subgraph Gk we also consider our
indexing to be counted (mod k)+ 1, s.t. after vk we have v1 again in clockwise order.
Lemma 3. Let G5 be any subgraph of G8 induced by the root r , any five children v1, . . . , v5 out of the eight children
of the root and the leaves on the connections between these 5 vertices. For all vertices vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ 5, the two 4-gons
defined by the straight-line segments (vi , vi j ), (vi j , v j ), (v j , v j i ) and (v j i , vi ), j = i − 2, i + 2 do intersect.
Lemma 4. For any layout L8 of G8 as defined above there is a vertex vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ 8, such that the two 4-gons defined
by the straight-line segments (vi , vi j ), (vi j , v j ), (v j , v j i ) and (v j i , vi ), j = i − 2, i + 2 do not intersect.
Lemma 4 is obviously in contradiction to Lemma 3, therefore no partially planar layout L15 of G15 can exist. 
In the following section, we provide the proofs of the three lemmas plus all the necessary definitions and useful
observations concerning the structures of the layout.
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Fig. 2. An example for the choice of vi and v j .
3. The proofs
3.1. Identifying an appropriate subgraph
Lemma 2. In any partially planar layout L15, there are 8 children of the root such that in the corresponding sublayout
L8 for the subgraph G8 induced by the root r , the 8 children and the leaves on the connections between them, the root
r lies on the enclosing polygon of L8.
Proof. Let L15 be a partially planar layout of graph G15. Let C = {v1, . . . , v15} be the children of the root in
clockwise order. We identify two children vi and v j such that the polygon formed by (r, vi ), (vi , vi j ), (vi j , v j ) and
(v j , r) encloses a maximal number of children of the root (see Fig. 2). Note that vi and v j may not be unique.
Let S be the set of children within the polygon with |S| = k. It is easy to see that for the whole subgraph Gk induced
by the root r , the children in S and the leaves on the connections between them, the root r lies on the enclosing polygon
of Gk . If k ≥ 8 we are done and can arbitrarily choose 8 of the children in S to form our subgraph G8. If k < 8, we
consider the set C \ S of size l ≥ 8. By the choice of i and j we know that all but one of the connections within C \ S
lie on the ‘same’ side of the root such that removing only the two segments (vi , vi j ) and (vi j , v j ) will bring r to the
outer face of the layout for the subgraph Gl induced by the root r , the set C \ S and the corresponding leaves. For this
case, any subset of C \ S of size 8 will provide us the desired subgraph G8. 
3.2. Structural characterizations
After having identified a partially planar layout L for a G8 such that the root lies at the outer face, we start with
some characterizations to prepare the proof of the main lemma.
Take any 5 vertices v1, . . . , v5 out of those 8 children in clockwise order. Consider the corresponding graph G5
induced by the root, by v1, . . . , v5 and by vi j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 5, i 6= j and its corresponding layout L5. Clearly L5 is
partially planar.
• Note that each leaf vi j actually has two adjacent vertices, namely vi and v j by a thin black edge and by a gray
edge. We can also view each pair of vertices vi and v j as being connected by two 2-segment polylines, where one
is colored gray/thin black and the other thin black/gray.
• The two connecting 2-segments between each pair vi and v j form a 4-gon Pi j . It is clear that the participating four
segments do not cross.
• None of the 5 vertices lies inside of the Pi j and none is enclosed by a sequence of Pi j ’s. This means that each of
them lies on the outer face of the planar subdivision formed by the edges vivi j and v jvi j . This is enforced by the
black edges from the root to the vertices vi and by our condition that none of the Pi j or a sequence of those enclose
the root.
• We say that polygons Pi j and Plk are intersecting if a segment of Pi j crosses a segment of Plk . Otherwise they are
independent.
• Note that a vertex vi can only have two neighboring vertices v j , vk in the clockwise ordering. These are vertices,
such that the polygons Pi j and Pik together with the edges incident to the root are not separating any two vertices.
That means the polygons Pi j and Pik can be assumed to be independent from each other and from the remaining
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Fig. 3. Configurations 1, 2 and 3.
4-gons. We also assume from now on, that our numbering reflects this neighbor property and is in clockwise order,
e.g. vi is a neighbor to vi+1 for i ∈ {1, . . . , 4} and v5 is a neighbor to v1.
• The following three configurations for two intersecting polygons Pi j and Plk with i < l < j < k are the basics.
Configuration 1. The two leaves incident to Pi j lie inside the polygon Plk and the two leaves incident to Plk lie
inside the polygon Pi j .
Configuration 2. Exactly one leaf of Pi j lies inside the polygon Plk and exactly one leaf of Plk lies inside the
polygon Pi j .
Configuration 3. The two leaves incident to Pi j lie outside the polygon Plk and the two leaves incident to Plk lie
outside the polygon Pi j . See Fig. 3.
• Note that for each polygon the colors can be switched.
Next we state the main structural lemma, which is identical to our former Lemma 3:
Lemma 3. In any partially planar drawing of G5, for each vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ 5, there are two 2-segment connections to
vi+2 and to vi−2 that cross.
Proof. Assume that there is a vertex vi contradicting the claim. By renumbering, we assume that vi = v1. This means
that the polygons P13 and P14 are independent.
In what follows we perform a case analysis. On the top level we distinguish two different clockwise orders of the
four incident-segments of the two polygons attached to v1:
(A) thin black, gray, gray, thin black and
(B) thin black, gray, thin black, gray.
Clearly, both polylines of P14 separate v3 from v5. So P14 and P35 are intersecting.
Then we discuss for each of (A) and (B) the Configurations 1, 2 and 3, described above, for mutual positions of
P14 and P35.
And finally, for each of the previous cases we have two subcases:
(a) Polygons P31 and P35 are independent.
(b) Polygons P31 and P35 are intersecting.
For each of these cases studied below, we will use the fact, that vertex v2 lies between v1 and v3 in the ordering as
seen from the root. It now has to be connected by two bicolored curves to v4 as well as to v5. It is obvious, that such
a connection may not cross any of the black edges connecting v1 and v3 to the root, but must cross some of the other
bicolored curves connecting v1 and v3 with the other vertices. We describe the possible route of the four paths by the
sequence of segments that have to be crossed. Fortunately, this sequence is almost unique.
Before we dive into the case analysis, we formulate some conditions for the solvability:
• incident-segments-condition: Two straight-line segments incident to the same vertex obviously cannot cross.
• straightness-condition: Two straight-line segments cross at most once.
• one-two-condition: Consider a drawing where segments s and s′ are adjacent to vertex v, s′ forms a 2-segment
with s′′ and in addition s′′ crosses s. W.l.o.g. we can assume that there is no such configuration, since any such
configuration can easily be redrawn into a configuration where the crossing has been removed.
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(a) Case A1a enhanced by two potential routes. (b) The case A2a enhanced by two potential routes.
(c) The case A1b: P31 and P35 are intersecting. (d) The case A2b: P31 and P35 are intersecting.
(e) Case A3a enhanced by two potential routes. (f) Case A3b enhanced by two potential routes.
Fig. 4. The different cases for the clockwise ordering thin black, gray, gray, thin black.
We assume that the one-two-condition is obeyed in the solution so we always construct a contradiction to the
incident-segments or the straightness-condition.
Case A1a. In Fig. 4(a) consider the two dashed polygonal lines connecting the vertices v2 to v4 and v5. They indicate
the potential route of the corresponding double-segments. Owing to the incident-segment-condition, at least one of the
two curves has to change its color next to vertex v2 or within the first polygon P13. If the gray curve changes its color
then it follows the thin black curve to v5 and completely indicates the topological route of the gray-thin black curve
from v2 to v5. Clearly, this is a contradiction to the incident-segment-condition since the last segment of the gray-thin
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(a) Case B1a enhanced by two potential routes. (b) The case B1b.
(c) Case B2a enhanced by two potential routes. (d) Case B2b enhanced by two potential routes.
(e) Case B3a enhanced by two potential routes. (f) Case B3b enhanced by two potential routes.
Fig. 5. The different cases for the clockwise ordering thin black, gray, thin black, gray.
black curve from v2 to v5 intersects the last segment of the thin black-gray double-segment from v3 to v5. Similarly, if
the thin black curve changes its color next to v2 it follows the gray curve to v4. As before, we achieve a contradiction
to the incident-segment-condition since the last segment of the thin black-gray curve from v1 to v4 intersects the last
segment of the gray-thin black double-segment from v2 to v4.
Case A1b, A2b. Since the one-two-condition is violated by the thin black-gray double-segment between v3 and v1
and the first thin black segment between v3 and v5, we can safely assume that these cases do not occur.
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Fig. 6. Polygons P31 and P35 do not intersect.
Case A2a. Analogously as in case A1a, we argue that one of the two curves from Fig. 4(a) has to change colors next
to v2. It therefore indicates one of the routes from v2 to v4 or v5. As in the case A1a, we get a contradiction to the
incident-segment-condition.
Case A3a. (See Fig. 4(e).) The two curves indicate the similarity to case A1a. One of the curves has to change its
color close to v2 and therefore it produces a violation of the incident-segments-condition.
Case A3b. (See Fig. 4(f).) As before, the curves and the color changing close to v2 lead to a violation of the incident-
segments-condition.
Next, we will consider the case B, where we assume that the clockwise order of the edges incident to v1 is thin
black, gray, thin black, gray. The arguments are along the same lines as in case A, but for completeness we consider
all the cases:
Case B1a. In Fig. 5(a), we show the two canonical curves one of which has to change its color near v2 and then follow
the other one. Clearly, the same kind of contradiction to the incident-segments-condition occurs as in case A1a.
Case B1b. This case cannot occur at all since there is a crossing of segments of the same color.
Case B2a. (See Fig. 5(c).) If P24 does not change to gray near v2, then as before, the two curves that uniquely indicate
the routes induce at least one contradiction to the incident-segments-condition. But if P24 changes to gray near v2,
then it violates the straightness-condition by crossing the segment from v1 to v14 twice.
Case B2b. (See Fig. 5(d).) Similar to the case B1a. Although the thin black curve looks promising, it violates the
incident-segments-condition since it crosses the first gray segment of the double-segment from v4 to v1.
Case B3a. (See Fig. 5(e).) The snakelike curves immediately lead to a contradiction to the incident-segments-
condition.
Case B3b. (See Fig. 5(f).) Analogous to the case B3a.
This means that there is no plausible case where P13 and P14 are independent and therefore no vi can exist
contradicting our initial assumption. This concludes the proof of the main lemma. 
3.3. The final argument
With the next lemma we state a property for any layout of G8, which is in direct contradiction to a property that
has been shown in Lemma 3.
Lemma 4. For any layout L8 of G8 as defined above there is a vertex vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ 8, such that the two 4-gons defined
by the straight-line segments (vi , vi j ), (vi j , v j ), (v j , v j i ) and (v j i , vi ), j = i − 2, i + 2 do not intersect.
Proof. Assume that the 8 children are numbered in clockwise order, see Fig. 6. By Lemma 3 the polygons P13 and
P17 must intersect. The one-two-condition implies that both polygons lie in the halfplane given by the line v3−v7 and
the vertex v1. Symmetrically, the polygons P35 and P57 lie in the other halfplane. Hence the polygons P13 and P35 do
not intersect. 
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4. Conclusion
We gave an example of a class of tree pairs that are self-intersecting when drawn simultaneously, but unfortunately
the parameter n implies a number of n2+ 1 vertices, our smallest counterexample has size 226. We are optimistic that
by more refined arguments this can be improved to n = 8 or even n = 7.
Another open question is to give a pair of edge-disjoint trees that are self-intersecting when drawn simultaneously.
The class Gn can easily be generalized to contain two edge-disjoint trees but our argument for the self-intersection
heavily relied on the straight-line edges that are contained in both trees. Finally, it remains an obvious task to generalize
these arguments (or find new ones) to prove self-intersection for simpler classes of graphs like a tree and a caterpillar.
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